
3 The Schmidt decomposition punficehms

a The Sluidt decomposition

Consider a bipartite state 147ps and let

Iris 14441 fa Epi laiXail be the
i

0

eigenvalue decomposition excluding the two

eigenvalues i.e ada is an orthonormal

set in fact an ONB of heppfa

Jet Xi B de auf
NB g B and expand

4 AD in Iai Xj

147ns Icij 19 157

I laid
with Isis e

2,9J kilos

no ONBek a priori
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We have

EpilaiXail trolyxyl

Hafiz laixaih.ee EX5iil

laixaiiltflEXE.it

I 55m15s laiXaiil

free the aiXaii Hi il are tea molep

oh fact H S orthonormal we must have

Tutsis pi diii 1

as Ibi 15oz ae whee
o

147ms Ifpi ladalbi
with Hai a Ibi orthonormal
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This is called the Shaan position
with Siegfried fpi.tndi

The number of non Zero pi is also called

the Schmidt or S k

Keyport Aug biparble
state has a heavier

decomposition i e can be written in the form

above for suitake ONBs 2laid and 115 3
A

Note f trawl 7 pi I Sixsil and

by construction fa pilailail

D Iai a and Ubi73 are the cigar

Sats of gas pig respectively

p Rg have the Sameera
e If the pi are non degenerate the

Schmidt cleanup can k found try empty
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p

pachy up the eigenvectors ofgas fp

Llaila and 1biff are ON Bs of

Supp fa and supp fo respectively

alot lf dim A dik B we can include

the zero eigenvalues Leaked laila

Sin to ONBs of the full space

Howerton
Often the bases laila and lasers

are simply denoted as

i
A ai a

and

lilo lbi7 rs

These are not the computational task and

generally differed fases oh A B CAREFUL
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Hoo is the Schmidt decomposition
related to

expansion of ly m a different part of odds

I af 11 7,5

we have 147 Icij kits lyj7g
en

It lads tbh

p There exert matrices A Uia V ugh s R

lada Irene Kisa I barf25217dB

and She Laulae Tik reje LXilxj7
nj or

y
Time Utulae

and equally Vtv he he

U U are isometrics
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If we meet Hus on C

Ig eijltizlyjz I.IT mingle Kita Wo
T
lineup

cry Zapraeice YI Hy E
Il
e n

kk

they matrix
C aj i l u j t en

Cau te written in the form

C le D V
t

or

or

Gj I dunia Thka

with r rank C E ee cu da o and

a rein V rope D o

E l u j k l r j t n cu and

Utu Ik Ut V a Ia eso metrics
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This is called Kee

hugularvaluedeof C

wie di

If Kee Ki ae ordered descendnegly

de2h22 M and V are unique up

to permutations of degenerate humor
values

Alternatively one can choose M and V

Square lexu and Wexler cemeteries and

a d
but k.ee additional degrees offreedom are

arbitrary
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Proponhai Any bro Daks 147,143
ask identical

Shucidt coefficients deZdz2 d 0 are

related by local uncharids are

F U V lol Uav 147

Thees The ordered fluids coeffrrub

de2122 encode all eeoh

bralpopohcs.pro
1op EdiloE7 1417

i

143 Idi Itis lyit

Holi J fly orthonormal FU HEI HYE ti

114 73 114773 orthonormal Iv Hfs Vtv 3 fi

TB
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871 as

Refer Chen fa on A a state 147 E Ma Ng

s R trp.ly y fa B called a purificatory

Given two purifications

f E NA NB
potentially

147 E NA Ngl different spaces

of fa what is their relation

Write both 147 and 4 in their Schmidt form

not a Sans hafo

Ht Idi lait lolls

147 Ipu 14 ly 7

dog di mi descending
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We have

EdilolitXolittreldHl en

lr.skhH 2miT

4iAXtiaIldiA7l4iA7 orthonormal

D if di peer non degenerate then

di Mi Idi lyft Hi

If olegee Schmidt decays can be constructed

from any eigendecompositra
I dildikolil of e

see fee a so we can construct A Krk

the same eigenvectors left yet

Nou construct a Rt Leg Ng

S.K 14137 lifers's

U is a unitary between space 14132
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and lyft If din B dem B

it can fe extended to an isometry Thea

147 LIE 147

theorem AUpurification of a green pot
are

related by a ce

Corisoruehylmthepe.W

Note This is closely leaked to
the uueLay

isometric aentifu of the ensemble decompopha
fleet an ONB

Any ensemble f 2 pillow is related

to a purificator 147 2 Fpi Hisd
from where it can Se odtamed by measuring B

in the computational basis Homework
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